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Dick Cheney
Accidentally Shoots,
Kills Aflac Duck

Cub Fans Find
Clarkson's Some
People Wait A Lifetime
For a Moment Like
This Cruelly Ironic

Pun Contest:
Submit your puns to
09BlockS. Submit any
complaints to
08KeeshinJ. Seriously
though, best pun gets a
Flipside T-shirt! Offer
expires 06-03-08.
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Blue Oyster Cult's New
Song Don't Fear the
Radian a Big Hit in the
Math Department
See Page 4E For Lyrics
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Post-Prom Sponsors in
School Senior Ditch Day
Deerfield Il- Due to the
amazing turn out to post-prom,
the administration has come up
with another counter-culture
success. Their ads consisting of
an arrow pointing at an empty
desk with the statement “That
could be you” has been met with
tremendous success. Senior
Melanie Shaw, who was not
planning to attend school on
senior ditch day, is just plain
stoked to go to in school senior
ditch day. “What really did it for
me was the ad with kids running
around the track in their gym
clothes and the arrow saying this
could be you. This is going to be
so much more fun than not
going to school. And safer to
boot.”
Some seniors are skeptical
of an in school senior ditch day.
Complaints have varied from
school sucks all the way to
school sucks. Conspiracy
theorists assert this is some
grand scheme by the

I am just doing it for my
résumé,
I need to get into college and
this is the only way.
I’ll take any class that inflates
my GPA,
Saving kids in Africa, I can't
wait to put that in an essay.
administration to get students to
show up on Senior Ditch Day,
but the deans flat out deny these
claims. “Just like post-prom,
this event actually is not
brought down by the natural
boringness of school. How can
it not be fun if the other grades
cannot participate in it? You
know you want to feel special.
Don’t give me that look.”
The post-prom committee is
really going the extra mile to
replicate senior ditch day in a
safer environment, as students
still have to get called out by
their parents. Real rebels can go
to in school Senior Ditch Day
without even being called out!

Seniors Dissappear, A Few Oddly
Remain
Deerfield Il- The oldest kids in
school collectively decided not
to show up, but this time it was
even longer than Senior Get
Called Out of All Your Classes
Day. The effects of their
disappearance have almost
entirely been positive. Besides
leaving Freshman befuddled
without their leadership and
gym class in more disarray than
normal, there has been no other
complaints from students and
faculty alike.
Many students who shared
classes with these lazy and
usually annoying 18 year olds
are “ecstatic that they are gone”
and “excited to actually start
getting work done.” Many

I Am Just Doing
it For My
Résumé

wonder why the seniors did not
decide to leave earlier. It was
quite apparent they did not want
to be at school and school did
not want them to be there.
Oddly, there are some
seniors who lag behind,
preparing for some final thing.
These students tend to be the
laziest, most obnoxious, and
most vocally angry. However,
no one understands why these
stragglers remain, especially
consider how easy it is to get a
B- at Deerfield High School.
Alas, we should be thankful of
all the comic material seniors
have given us throughout this
year.

It does not matter that I do not
really know what the club is,
All that matters is that someone
looking at my résumé will say
“Gee-whiz.”
I could care less about how I do
on any quiz,
Because with all those things

Saving the kids in
Africa, I can't wait to
put that in an essay
on my résumé I’m definitely in
biz.
Now my college interview
comes,
I’m going to make all those ten
extra-curricular kids look like
bums.
The man says it’s impressive I
play the drums,
I say that that is not all I do,
chums.
Then he responds and asks me
to explain what I do,
I quickly start to turn blue.
Is he picking on me because I
am a Jew?
He adds, “You do so much, it’s
almost too good to be true.”
As I stutter to give him a valid
explanation,
I get this sudden sensation.
My state of elation was
replaced by frustration,
My entire résumé was just one
big decoration.

Lower your expectations to increase success. It works every time. Try telling it to your parents.

PICTURE THIS

NUMBERS:4.2, 2.6

REBUS PUZZLE:
Can you guess the common word or phrase portrayed below?

The average score for Deerfield Students on their AP
exams, followed by the national average. Of course, the
latter number is according to the all-knowing Wikipedia,
the first place one should go to start a research project. No
matter which way you slice it, the Deerfield school body is
one smart cookie.

FACT:
The pizza you buy is the sole supporter of the Flipside. So
for all who have purchased a delicious two dollar slice of
pizza (quite a bargain, if I do say so myself) you have help
make this double sided sheet of paper what is has become.

LIE:
Last week's answers: EXCELLENCY, SUMMARY, FRANK SINATRA,
QUEEN FOR A DAY

School is fun.

DIRECTIONS: This is a simple substitution code, each letter is replaced by a different letter. The first
person to solve the cryptogram correctly will win a Flipside t-shirt! (first means first to see Sam Block
to redeem shirt)
that means, that if there is any of the first letter, replace it with the second letter
HINT: I = O

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

"GLJQPJIGNP EJX QGKHP IN J LJP IN TNLVHPXJIH DGL SNW EDJI DH GX PNI; J
XHPXH NS DOLNW IN TNPXNMH DGL SNW EDJI DH GX." - SWJPTGX CJTNP
"I HAVE BEEN IMPRESSED WITH THE URGENCY OF DOING. KNOWING IS NOT ENOUGH; WE MUST APPLY. BEING WILLING IS NOT ENOUGH; WE MUST DO." LEONARDO DA VINCI two weeks ago “GIVE ME A LEVER LONG ENOUGH AND A FULCRUM ON WHICH TO PLACE IT, AND I SHALL MOVE THE WORLD.” - ARCHIMEDES

SUDOKU

Level: Medium Rare

DIRECTIONS: Unscramble
these four ordinary jumbles,
and use the letters in the circles
to answer the final question.

JUMBLE
CENAP
FRADT
MERDIP

what the lawyer
slipped on

TLETIL

An
last week: BERET PANDA BLANKS IMPISH what the nostalgic old man
considered himself A KIDNAPPER

